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Network Bird Net - Introduction

The principal of the Net System is that a tensioned Wire Rope is fitted around 
the periphery of where the net is to be placed. The wire rope is anchored 
using heavy-duty Corner Fixings which take the weight of the net. Lighter 
Intermediate Fixings hold the wire close to the structure being proofed. 
The Net is fixed to the wire rope using Hogring Staples.

The key to an effective and unobtrusive bird net is a properly 
tensioned suspension system holding the net tightly against the 
structure being proofed. 

This is achieved by anchoring a Wire Rope around the periphery 
using corner and intermediate fixings, and then tensioning the 
Wire Rope using Barrel Strainers. The wire is formed into loops 
and attached to the Corner Fixings and Barrel Strainers, using 
Ferrules or Wire Rope Grips.

Wire Rope & Tensioning Products

An effective Bird Net must be one that is easy to handle and install; 
effective against the birds; unobtrusive to the casual observer; 
and must remain unaffected by the weather for many years. 

Provided Network Bird Nets are correctly installed and not 
physically damaged, they have been demonstrated to have a life 
expectancy in excess of 10 years in UK weather conditions.

Net

Hogring Staples and Cable Ties Tools

Corner Fixings

Intermediate fixings are for holding the straining wire close to  
the structure to prevent birds from squeezing in around the edges. 
They also keep the net square to the building. 

The spacing between intermediate fixings will depend on the 
size of the bird and the shape of the net. Sparrows - 0.3m, 
Starlings - 0.5m, Pigeons or Gulls - 1.0m

Intermediate Fixings

 

The tension of the wire suspension system and the weight of the 
net is carried by these heavy-duty fixings. 

They are placed wherever the straining wire turns a corner, and 
at 5m to 10m intervals on straight runs of straining wire. 

On large nets they are also used to support cross-wires. They 
need to be installed into a solid part of the structure such as 
masonry, concrete or a steel beam.

The net is attached to the wire rope using Hogring Staples. Net 
Corner Ties are used to attach the corners of the net to the 
Corner Fixings.

The Wire Cutters enable easy cutting of the strong wire rope.

The Network Ratchet Crimping Tool has toughened jaws and 
a unique crimping action, allowing easy, one handed, secure 
crimping of the Ferrules on to the wire rope. If Wire Rope Grips 
are used, a Nut Spinner will be required to tighten them. 

The Hogring Tool enables you to form circular staples to attach 
the net to the wire rope.
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Installing a Net up to 10m by 10m 
Before starting to install a net it is always important to make sure  
that the design of the installation is optimum. You want the net  
to be effective at keeping birds off the building, whilst at the same  
time not looking obtrusive. Nets should be installed in a way that  
minimises the risk of damage by the action of wind. You also 
want the net to be as straightforward to install as possible.

 
Net installations will vary depending upon the bird species you 
are proofing against, the substrate you are attaching the net to 
e.g. Masonry, Timber, Steelwork or cladding/soft substrate, and 
the size of the net. Below is a step-by-step guide into effectively 
installing a pigeon net of size 10m by 10m or less.

Basic Principals of Installing a Net

Drill holes and fit Corner Fixings where 
the net will turn a corner.

Drill holes and fit intermediate fixings at 
1m intervals in a straight line between 
the corner fixings.

Run 10m of wire rope through the fixings 
of one side.

Attach one end of the wire rope to 
a corner fixing using a loop of wire 
and secure with either 2 ferrules (each 
crimped twice) or 2 wire rope grips.

Hook an opened barrel strainer to other 
corner fixing and thread the free end of 
the wire through the eye of the barrel 
strainer, and pull the rope tight. Secure 
the looped wire using 2 ferrules (each 
crimped twice) or 2 wire rope grips.

Tension the wire by tightening the barrel 
strainer.

 STEP 4  STEP 5  STEP 6

Repeat steps 3 to 6 for the other three sides.

To install the net itself, attach one corner 
of the net to the corner fixing using the 
net corner tie.

Hogring every mesh to the wire rope 
ensuring that the net is pulled tight and is 
square. Attach the other 3 corners using 
net corner ties. Trim off any surplus net.

 STEP 7

For nets larger than 10m by 10m 
The only major differences for installing a 
larger net, is that you will need to install 
corner fixings every 10m to spread the 
weight of the net. You may also need to 
install additional cross wires to prevent 
the net from sagging in the middle. e.g. 
20m x 10m net. 
 
Complex Net Installations 
We recognise that some bird net 
installations are more complex than fixing 
a square net onto a flat surface. If you 
are uncomfortable about carrying out 
a complex installation, we recommend 
that you contact a professional and 
experienced bird management company.

 STEP 1  STEP 2  STEP 3

 

 STEP 9 STEP 8
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Bird netting is one of the most popular methods used for 
protecting structures against all common species of urban bird 
pest. Its success is due principally to the fact that, if it is correctly 
installed, it can be used with confidence in places subject to 
high levels of bird infestation and where birds are roosting at 
night or nesting. Network Bird Net is specially designed and 
manufactured to the Network specification ensuring the very 
highest standards required for urban bird proofing.

Network Bird Net is:

Effective    Suitable for all levels of ‘Bird infestation’, 
including where birds are roosting at 
night or nesting. 

Versatile    It can be used at all angles for proofing 
a wide variety of structures, from small 
perches to complete building façades or 
roofs.

Discreet    The square mesh running vertically and 
horizontally ensures Network Bird Net is 
virtually invisible when installed correctly. 
A special heat treating process under 
tension prevents knot slippage.

Durable    Can withstand a wide range of 
environmental conditions and is resistant 
to attack by insects, bacteria and fungi.

Humane    Cannot physically harm the birds in any 
way. It simply frustrates them.

 
All Network Bird Nets are manufactured from knotted  
polyethylene. It does not absorb water, so does not stretch, and 
is chemically inert. All Network Bird Nets are UV light stabilized 
for use all over the world. As an indication; it is likely to resist 
UV degradation in average UK sunlight conditions in excess of 
10 years. Black net can resist UV degradation better than other 
colours, so should wherever possible, be used in regions with 
higher sunlight.

Network Bird Net is constructed from monofilaments designed 
specifically for bird net systems. They are extruded to 12 
thousandths of an inch or 0.3mm thick. These are then twisted 
into a twine that is either 6 (12/6) or 9 (12/9) strands thick.

   Twine  Break 
Twine Species Diameter Weight Strength

12/6  Pigeons 0.85-0.9mm 0.44-0.45g/m 15kg 
Sparrows  
Starlings 

12/9  Gulls 1-1.3mm 0.69-0.76g/m 24kg

Network Bird Net

The range of mesh sizes available allows protection against all 
common species of urban bird pest. You can choose from a 
variety of colours (black, stone and translucent) and no-flame 
to suit most situations. All Network Bird Nets have the corners 
marked with ties and the longest side identified with a label for 
ease of installation.

Mesh  Species Colours

19mm (3/4”)   House Sparrow  Black 
  (Passer domesticus) Stone   
   Translucent  
   No-Flame

28mm (11/8”)  Starling  Black 
  (Sturnus vulgaris) Stone 
  

50mm (2”)   Feral Pigeon  Black 
(Columba livia) Stone   
 Translucent 
 No-Flame

75mm (3”)   Herring Gull  Black 
(Larus argentatus)

   Lesser Black-backed Gull   
(Larus fuscus) 

 
Black net is most commonly used and blends well into most 
situations; on lighter coloured buildings stone colour net may be 
appropriate; on white buildings or for proofing areas where the 
sky is the backdrop, the translucent net may be preferred.

Network Bird Net Range

All cut nets are priced and cut to whole metre sizes.

As with the Stock nets, the product codes for Cut Nets make it 
easy for you to order.

For cut nets, the code has a prefix of CUT followed by the  
mesh size, colour and dimensions of net you require  
(longest side X shortest side).

For example: For a Translucent 50mm net of size 8m x 7m the 
code is: CUT50T8X7

Please ensure that the size is not too big to handle - we advise 
less than 900m2. Note that weight is also important e.g. 900m2 
of 19mm net weighs approximately 65Kg.

Cut Nets

Network Bird Net repair twine can be used for repairing holes or 
for sewing in zips.

 
Code    Product Description    Length

NET069    Net Repair Twine, Stone, 12/6  150m

NET070    Net Repair Twine, Black, 12/6  150m

NET072    Net Repair Twine, Trans, 12/6  150m

NET443    Net Repair Twine, Black 12/9  150m

Net Repair Twine
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19mm Sparrow ‘Stock’ Nets

 19mm BLACK

5m	 NET19B5X5

10m	 	NET19B10X5	
NET19B10X10

15m				NET19B15X5	
NET19B15X10	
NET19B15X15

20m		NET19B20X5	
NET19B20X10	
NET19B20X15	
NET19B20X20

25m		NET19B25X5	
NET19B25X10

30m		NET19B30X5	
NET19B30X10

 19mm STONE

5m	 NET19S5X5

10m	 	NET19S10X5	
NET19S10X10

15m				NET19S15X5	
NET19S15X10	
NET19S15X15

20m		NET19S20X5	
NET19S20X10	
NET19S20X15	
NET19S20X20

 19mm TRANSLUCENT

5m	 NET19T5X5

10m	 	NET19T10X5	
NET19T10X10

15m				NET19T15X5	
NET19T15X10	
NET19T15X15

20m		NET19T20X5	
NET19T20X10	
NET19T20X15	
NET19T20X20

 19mm NO-FLAME

5m	 NET19N5X5

10m	 	NET19N10X5	
NET19N10X10

15m				NET19N15X5	
NET19N15X10	
NET19N15X15

20m		NET19N20X5	
NET19N20X10	
NET19N20X15	
NET19N20X20

50mm Pigeon ‘Stock’ Nets

 50mm BLACK

5m	 NET50B5X5

10m	 	NET50B10X5	
NET50B10X10

15m				NET50B15X5	
NET50B15X10	
NET50B15X15

20m				NET50B20X5	
NET50B20X10	
NET50B20X15 
NET50B20X20

25m		NET50B25X5	
NET50B25X10	
NET50B25X15	
NET50B25X25 

30m		NET50B30X5	
NET50B30X10	
NET50B30X15	
NET50B30X20	
NET50B30X25	
NET50B30X30

 50mm STONE  50mm TRANSLUCENT  50mm NO-FLAME

5m	 NET50S5X5

10m	 	NET50S10X5	
NET50S10X10

15m				NET50S15X5	
NET50S15X10	
NET50S15X15

20m				NET50S20X5	
NET50S20X10	
NET50S20X15 
NET50S20X20

5m	 NET50T5X5

10m	 	NET50T10X5	
NET50T10X10

15m				NET50T15X5	
NET50T15X10	
NET50T15X15

20m				NET50T20X5	
NET50T20X10	
NET50T20X15 
NET50T20X20

5m	 NET50N5X5

10m	 	NET50N10X5	
NET50N10X10

15m				NET50N15X5	
NET50N15X10	
NET50N15X15

20m				NET50N20X5	
NET50N20X10	
NET50N20X15 
NET50N20X20

28mm Starling ‘Stock’ Nets

 28mm BLACK

5m	 NET28B5X5

10m	 	NET28B10X5	
NET28B10X10

15m				NET28B15X5	
NET28B15X10	
NET28B15X15

20m				NET28B20X5	
NET28B20X10	
NET28B20X15 
NET28B20X20

 28mm STONE  75mm BLACK

5m	 NET28S5X5

10m	 	NET28S10X5	
NET28S10X10

15m				NET28S15X5	
NET28S15X10	
NET28S15X15

20m				NET28S20X5	
NET28S20X10	
NET28S20X15 
NET28S20X20

5m	 NET75B5X5

10m	 	NET75B10X5	
NET75B10X10

15m				NET75B15X5	
NET75B15X10	
NET75B15X15

20m				NET75B20X5	
NET75B20X10	
NET75B20X15 
NET75B20X20

75mm Gull ‘Stock’ Nets




